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It is said that seduction is about passion or the desire to want someone more than anything else in

the world. That tantalizing touch, burning ache, or that electric kiss. The one thing that you'd do

whatever it took to have and hold on to.Atlanta's baddest, and most envied editor-in-chief of HipHop

Gossip Magazine, Kamille Newton would stop at nothing to be at the top. With a great career, a

loving family, great friends, and men falling at her feet as if she was royalty, you'd think Kamille

Newton had the perfect life. The only problem was.. she battled with serious commitment issues.

That was until she encountered an old enemy and her new boss, Naim Carver. Naim Carver, was

successful, sexy, extremely wealthyâ€”and a world-class Jerk. Everyone in the office hated or feared

him; including his high school classmate and risquÃ© editor, Kamille. He had his eyes on her from

the moment he walked into the office of HipHop Gossip Magazine. When an opportunity comes

knocking, he doesn't hesitate to answer. All it took was for one man to turn Kamille's life into a world

wind full of lies, seduction, betrayal, and never ending drama.Find out what happens when this

steamy rendezvous takes a turn that neither one of the two were prepared for.
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What an incredible story of seduction, love and lessons learned. I'm so team Kammy and Naim.

They still have so much to work out but I believe they can pull through it. Just don't read this book if

you ain't got someone to call up because the sex scenes will have you got in bothered. That ending

was so wrong though I feel like I've been waiting 9 months to find out if the baby is Nasir or Naims.

Great job!

That Cliffhanger though omg why please let it be Naim. Kammy is so spoiled and dramatic but you

can't help but love her. Niam was wrong for the things he did but he was young and childish he

wanted his boo. Omg why would Kammy keep that away from everyone. Claudia is a mess its

gonna be something between her and Terrance. I don't trust Racquel she up to something. The jury

still out on Niam mother she rubbed me the wrong way.

I love this book. So many lessons learned with Kammy and Niam. Sometimes Kammy is overly

dramatic about certain things and don't let Niam love her like he wants to and she needs to be. I'm

glad that things are looking up for them but they still have so much more to work out. I really hope

that baby Mila's father is Niam, but if not then I know that Niam will be there for Kammy as

promised. I can't wait for book 2 because this cliffhanger is getting me. I'm so excited. Keep up the

good work and as always I support you!-Simply_Diamond (Wattpad)

The beginning kind of threw me for a loop but it got better as I continued to read...as a whole it was

good...the storyline was different from other urban stories I have read...worth the read though...

I'm waiting on book 2!!! Naim is my favorite hands down ðŸ˜•ðŸ˜•ðŸ˜• and Nasir would've caught

more then these hands!!! I loved this story from beginning to end ðŸ˜ðŸ˜ðŸ˜ WHERE IS THE

REST?! MY POOR HEART CAN'T TAKE IT!!!

This did not need a part 2 like honestly I'm over the whole series thing especially when a book does

not need it. You could have finished this off and made a spin off but instead you take us on a great

journey to leave us wanting more and I honestly do not see what more could be said or done adding

a few more chapters would have me trying to give ten stars. Let me guess part 2 Niam isn't the

father he gets in his feelings and cheats with the temp Raquel she than becomes crazy while

Kamille foolishly falls back in with Nasir then he becomes crazy.... So over it with 377 pages the

whole story could have been told.. It was a great read don't get me wrong but turning into two or



three parts was not necessary.....

this book was too good and to have us at the edge of our seats thinking we going to hear the

results..the book ended . please hurry up with part 2. this book will not disappoint you

loved it! I can't wait until the next one comes. I think you did a great job & I loved how it kept me

wanting to read more & more.
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